
The department Project Purchasing - Metal 
& Rolling Chassis is responsible for  
purchasing related issues throughout the  
development and ramp-up phase of new 
truck and bus projects. In this context we  
are conducting negotiations with
(development-) suppliers on changed 
requirements as well as the introduction of  
innovations until the product launch.  
Furthermore, we ensure the timely 
availabilty of prototypes and series parts  
for their respective start of production. The  
scope we are covering includes steering  
and braking systems for assisted driving  
solutions, modern exhaust systems 
needed to optimize the envrionmental 
footprint of our trucks and buses as well  
as design-shaping sheet metal parts.In this  
context we pursue a close collaboration  
with our sister brands from Volkswagen 
Group like e.g. Scania and Volkswagen  
Commercial Vehicles.

Mr. Robert Uhlmann    
+49(89)1580-3906 
robert.uhlmann@man.eu

is looking forward to receive your 
application.

 www.man.eu/karriere

MAN Truck & Bus AG  in Munich is looking in the field of 
Procurement/Purchasing starting as soon as possible for a

Intern (m/f) Project Purchasing -
Metal & Rolling Chassis
Your tasks
As a fully integrated memeber of our young and aspiring team you will  
handle the following tasks:

Alignment with other business units within MAN (project management,
engineering, quality assurance, controlling, logistics, sales) regarding the
requirements towards our suppliers

Preparation and tracking of supplier enquiries

Composition of negotiation briefings and participation on supplier
negotiations

Analysis and evaluation of supplier offers

Compilation of internal desicion templates for supplier nominiations

Your profile
In order to leverage your skills effectively and take the most for you from this  
intership you should provide the following requirements:

You are currently enrolled in studies of Business Administration,
Management, Economics or Industrial Engineering

You are fluent in English. Additionally, fluency in German is a plus

You are open to work in an intercultural framework

You are communicative, friendly and determined in the interaction with
diverse stakeholders.

You work in a structured, cooperative and entrepreneurial manner.

You provide a solid command of the MS-Office Suite and the readiness to
work in additional IT-soultions

Previous internships are a plus

Additional information
We provide the option to write a Bachelor or Master theses after your  
internship with our department.
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